The Food Puzzle
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I also create a homemade wet food puzzle feeder with a muffin tin. Its really simple but it provides my cat with an
opportunity to do a little workWhether youre challenging them to bat a bottle around or move a piece of cardboard to get
their prize, here are two food puzzles for cats you can easily makeFood puzzle toys have been shown to reduce stress
and boredom in cats, and theyre very easy to make on your own. Give these do-it-yourself puzzles a try! I catch people
by surprise when I tell them to throw away their pets food bowls and use food puzzles instead. My own pets eat that
way, - 48 sec - Uploaded by tanya WiesnerBoredom, frustration, and environmental stress are some of the most common
reasons that cats - 1 min - Uploaded by Fundamentally FelineAll you need is an old coffee mug and a place mat. This is
a great way to slow down a cat that When we offer their food exclusively in a bowl, they miss out on this natural
creative exercise -in short, we make it too easy for Make a food puzzle for your cat!Whether youre challenging them to
bat a bottle around or move a piece of cardboard to get their prize, here are two food puzzles for cats you can easily
makeWhat are food puzzles? A food puzzle is any toy or object that can contain food, and requires the pet to work to
find a way to obtain the food. The most common Some veterinarians recommend using puzzles to deliver a portion of a
pets daily food to confined cats and dogs. But what if you are not sure if : PetSafe SlimCat Meal-Dispensing Cat Toy,
Great for Food or Treats : Pet Toy Balls : Pet Petmate Jackson Galaxy Asteroid Puzzle Cat Treat Toy. While I highly
recommend interactive toys and food puzzles for dogs, because there are many benefits, there are a few things to
consider
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